“J$s gap addsome rzw tp~of arguments that have recqntly arisen in d,zfexxse
~~~~m
in develojping3nd devek@ng countries. The new sources of protextio aism
-in ~~~~
countries discussed are: (I) -ion-debt-crisis
costs; (2) protection; bi the
wd
ec~ncimy; (3) w&g@ arid labor markets; (4) political requirements. The new
arguments for pro&&i&m ia dev&qxd countries discussed are: (I) shift to the service
economy; (2) dkfense; (3) tlwat of protection to induce foreign investment.

Protectionism has always reared its familiar head when unemployment has Ken and competition has gotten tou& Both these reasons
have certainly contributed to the recent resurgence of the threat to the
postwar environment of freer trade that generated rapid growth in both
trade and incomes for nearly three decaks. The major recession in the
first Reagan term and the continuing high levels of unemployment in
European countries despite the rtlrval of the United States economy are
the source of the macroeconcmic threat. Morerlver, the vast debt carried
by Latin America fuels their need for more exports and adds I[Othe
difficulties of specific industries in the mature economies that must
adjust to the relatively more rapid growth of outward-oriented economies of the Far East. Indeed, the growth of Japan %queezes” the
industries at the upper end of the technological spectrum whereas the
growth of the Gang of Four (Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and
Singapore) has been pressuring the industries at the lower end of that
scale, resulting in t, “pincer movement” that has fed the demands for
protection from these industries.
This paper., however, does not address the specifics of the cumnt
protectionist situation as they refkct these eccmon?c phmorwna.
Inste.sld, I choose to discw here certab new types elf argwnwts in
defense of protection that mve rwently arisen. I divide these argunxarts
into IWO classes: the cm s that have arisen irr the devebping cwntries
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During the postrecemion years of the late 1970s a” j earl~198Os, it is
asserted that the EP cmn&ies must have sufferecna greater adverse
.
‘I?-ere
are also a few theoreti& argclments that have ueen a&anced in the literature,
based essentially on the introduction of ,market structures such as oligopoly and imperfect
competition. Hnmy judgment, their empirical relevance is not great, and several key results
supportive of protection are critically dependent on absence of free entry into the market
studied, A proper exarmination of these arguments, however, would take ndefar beyond the
scope thawI have defmed for the present paper.
*The structure
of the a r gument advanced in this section closely follows a recent discussion
of the su?+ct in my contrii~tion to the Festscfr~’ for Saburo Okita: see Bhagwati
(1985).

impact than the IS CCuntries in view of their exposure to the *external
environment. Insofar a s ;theEP countries were also on a debt-led growth
sed by the &apse of tht:
ir
that

were

pronounced f&&ion Emained the best
as:they slow& down with the ~VXG
of the world.
s (UN32}cross4e&omJ amdyth of comparative
I&f&nWe of the EP and I§ countries dur@ this lean period suggests
ti#lte;W.~&‘!irm the st~aestion that outward o;rietion
has made
r;xlrunt&sfare worse. Moreova, the EP countries grew so much better
during the many years preceding this Iean period that any proper costbenefit c&&s wouid have to take into amunt earlier successes and set
them OH against the Iater losses (if there were any).
t

If the world-trade environment is being overwhelmed by protection,
would that n& be a ground for retreating into the IS strategy? There are
realIy several levels at which ttii agument can be addressed. First,
adjusting for the income effects of the Ila:grecession, it is not clear that
the actual protectionist effect on trade has been sufficiently severe to
make us fear that the world trade order has begun to collapse. There are
good reasons to infer rather that world trade has shown remarkable
resilience in the face of these fears and threats, that the bark has been
more evident than the bite, and that the revival of export pessimism may
be premature? Second, even if the world markets do not expand rapidly,
this does Wt mean that developing countries will necessarily face, for
i&Mdmrtl
decision
making,
a less than perfectly elastic offer cul-ve: the
offer CurWmay IN fully elastic at any point of Lne while shifting steadily
over time toward the developing country’s offer curve, In that event, the
case for an IS strategy does not legitimately derive from the traditional
optimd-~~~for~a-Iarge=ca~ty
argument. Third, I should like to
emphasize that I do not find persuasive the frequent contention that the
3?ar Eastern economies’ EP model cannot be exported because if e-~ery
developing country exports like them, the world cannot possibly aIDsorb
the resulting exports. This argument is often buttressed by raising ah
3r;ln this point, see the interesting paper sf Bela and Cam: Massa (1.984) in 771e Wdd
i!&xmamy which takes, consistently also with work by Anne Krueger and Helen Hughes at
the World Bank, an optimistic view of world trade trends in xhe teeth of protectionist voices
and actions.
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dev&@ng wwkes’

experts to the same share of GNP as in the Far
Eastern ecmornks. But the EB strategy simply implies eliminating the
biis agtist ~~KN%s~
.There is @areawa,to ~~~~~.~~~~
$h& w@&t
y&d, fm evr:sy ammy,
the same shz~~af @de &-C&~~+BB
~~~~~~
gruupof cu.rm111
EP 4xmmies.Murwver,such~~~~~~~t~~~~
ijjlxm ale
fact that traide an occw in aU xcilnckof di~~~~~~i~~~prbduc~ am3 in
unpredkt~b1.eways. Export pessimism in the 1950 ww in no small part a
result of the kabiMy iof~~WSXZS
iindevek@ng ~~.@r&@ t&k up9 in
their armch~pirs,the possible swrces awKcwnposition of trade expaknsion, For exampkg before the trade ixl &I&W g&Xkcts seiz& ow
empirical and theoretical attentiq who could have not thought that
“similar economies” would have less, rather than more, trade with one
another? Again, devaluation&are often successful in prom&q exports
of “miscellaneous” items that no bureaucrat or economist can predict
but which the opportunity for .gainfGltrade seems often to galvanize.
Finally, the fact that rapid trade expansion, if many mole countries
Ichosethe EP strategy-, could put pressure on speci& sectors in specific
countries cannot be denied. But interestingly, the reaction need not be
simply protectionist but may also be to pressure one’s rivals into freer
trirde as, in fact, is happening in t‘he case of Japan at the insistence of
IEurope and the United States. Expanding trade nods may therefore
::nsure that the Western leadership may redouble its efforts to keep doors
open lznd to open other people’s doors.
C. Wages am-l La&n Markets

A recent sargumentagainst the adoption of the EP strategy has been
advanced by Gary Fields (1984). Contrasting the Far Eastern econonxiesprincilpallytith the countries of the Caribbean, Jamaica included,
he has argued in effect that these countries have suRered from
excessively high wages that make pro&&on desirable, and that their
reliance on the EP strategy has therefore been harmful rather than
heiyful.
However, Fields ijoes not establish,,I am afraid, the basic contention
th;;tt these countries have an EP strL+,egyin the fiist place. As has been
e:x$ained systematically in the Bhagwati (1978) and Krueger (1978)
s,ynth~&s L-olumesfrom the NBER project, the EP strategy simply
consists in eliminating the bias aguinsl eqmrts implied by the (overvalued exchange.rates, protection, etc. resulting in the) IS strategy. As
far as one can tell, l--Tels has not produced the evi
eff active exchange rates on exports (EEIR,)and on imports (EEFQ that
wc!uld support his (zuntention that these are EP countries, i.e. that lhey

are characterized by FE& = EER, rather than by EElt, > EEIQ as
with the IS countries. In fact, a‘orJamaica at least, I am assured that my
pr+S@@ion t&at it is really 8 Classic 6x332of an AS SPra&!@ is

high r;;ttios of trade tcl GNP)4 of these countnies with the altogether
d8X~rexzt
cc ~16+ of wha: is an BP strategy?
Eksideq ma., that tic theu~ti~ cm&e&m that labor market
irqmfkctions ray require a dqmrture from tbz EP strategy is well
known frum the work of trade theorists, including l&hard Brezher, V.K.
Ramaswaxli, T.N. Srinivasan, Harry Johnson, myself. and others,
during the f 960s. Their demonstration that the optimal policy intervention in tllese cases is t0 intervene in the factor lnarkets directly- -see
my synthesis (197 1) in the Kindleberger FesMzn!!--rnay of course. not
be feasible where poli&al or institutional factors i&&it the implemtiltation of such policies. If this case is persuasivel;l established, then a
protect _onistdeparture from the EP strategy may we:@
make sense. Br!t I
see no s~h case plausibly cjtablished for Fields’ Clarikobean countries
eitt;er.
Fields’ reliance rather on the argument that wages are kept tan&r
control in the Gang of Four countries seems to me to point to B very
different general-equilibrium-theoretic argument ol’ microecont-smi(:s.
The <Sangof Four countries ;bppearto havt=used autt\orit;trian me.thoJs
to k 3ep trade unions under f:ontrol and to build or; thi:; a successf’ul
- . L ro policy of low inflation. The good microeconoll @s of EP stratc:gcy
ha:: then been built on the nef:essary macr:, foundati.l,ns without whit h
on:=would likely lapse into repeated overvaluations, occasional excb.;u~.,e
controls, and the attendant ineficiencies of implied imrjort isubstitution, 1
have already hinted at this explanation in ;ny NBER syn:hesis volunx
(1978), but, it if; a thesis that requires intensive emp%cal analysis fcr
validation.
IL Polltir:al Req&ementrl
Many critics of EP strategy have been worrkd &m!t tk e assaci;;tior
\
Gf this strategy with the autt~~~ta~ja~ reg,inm, fl~f I~C Fas Emter *,
40n four alternative ways of &fining these ratios, anrl ‘heir concc~~tual underpin xngh
I
SL’CthL’ i1r.portant rcccrzt payer ty Padr Ii1 Lhxai i 19r(~~).
5’~hus, an EP strategy is wholly consistent with a ‘“Iow ” r2t.i~ of tratfe tc GNP, ho levee
defiicd.
,
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col~ntries,.Does this not imply that the iron fist is essential for t.he
a,dq&kn and succes&ul impienne:ntation;sf this stratqy? L
Of course, since many developing countries are ~~f~~~~~~~~ymthwit&m, this would not constitute! a barrier to the adoption of the EP
strategy. LASScy&aNy, howeveq the argument simply ignores the fact
that many totalitarian countries (e.g. the USSR) have: been on the IS
strategy, whereas within the ITar &stem economies, the degree of
autkxitarianism varies, and not necessarily monotonically with respect
to their ecxxxxnicperformance. It is pssibb safe to say that there are no
necessary or suffxcientcondition!+to be found here.
I[would venture, however,,to suggest the modest hypothesis that it has
been hard for democratic countries1such as India to transit from their
early IS strategy, and easy for the less democratic and more authoritarian countries of the Far East to embrace the EP strategy after a brief
IS phase,, simply because pluralistic democracies may fmd it much
harder to dismantle rbe controls, protection, etc. that inevita%y
accompany the: IS strategy-because, in turn, these policy instruments
carry patronage and confer on the politicians the power to collect funds
fi3r their reelection, so that the economic regime u&r the IS strategy
tends to become a critical source of politic?1 power. By contrast, in
authoritarian regimes, the political power is seized directly, freeing the
rukrs to shift co the EP strategy with its diminished patronage
potential?
A “sa,tisficing” politkal theory !las recently been advanced by John
Ruggie (I 983) and his associates. all distinguished political scientists,
suggesting that the advantages of an EP strategy cannot be exploited by
political regimes that [cannot su:ceessfklly address the dislributional
conflicts and tenr,ons that would follow fror,a this strategy. Pundamentally, this appears to me to be a persuasive argument as far as the
acceptance or political feasibility of any developmental strategy is
f=Fcerned. Where I part company from Ruggie and hi? associates is in
the implied contention that the EP strategy leads to DW,ti such demands
on the political system. An IS strategy, while relatively insulating the
system from external disturbances, may create yt:t more tensions if the
multing loss of income expansior, accentuates the zerc -sum nature of
the ether policy options in the system. Therefore, I would rather convert
the R.~qgie thesis from its current version into the necessary agd valid
r3iive;2f
that, in p~~s~~nganly de~velopmenta.1
strategy, one must consider
its compatibility with the:political structure and resilienceof the country.
-_-‘11have c?dvs riced this hypothesis in Bhagwati (!978), drawing on elements of the argumerlt
in Bhagwti and Kmeger (19731.

And this particularcavea: is, I would stress, not one thatI would :2dGressi
L
unly tlo EP*§mtegy
prup~n~s‘
The cztpfat does imply, in my view, that throwJ&O:ie!k to include the
EIPstrategy as a mmssarry ingrdimt of ~~~~tio~~~y fmposecl by the,\
WmM Bank or the IMP, as is, for example, the c=:?rse
with inany
StructuralAdjustmentLoans from the Bank, should t e urged to exercise
some caution lest their prescriptionsbe counterprocluctivebec:auseof
ignored political prerequisites.The unduly harsh wit1ieisn aim& at the
distinguished I’?ichrlla;sKaldor, that political up1eavds follow hi8
advisory missions, is an excellent eorreetive to thos-: wlro fail to place i
i
their economic prescriptionsin their political contex’_
2, ARGUMENTS IN THE DEVELOPED COUN”TRIIIlS
Let us turn now to the arguments for protection thg t ha Irearisen in the
developed countries,
I

A. Shift to the Service Ekonomy

Interestingly,the rise of modern service industries,refl.&ng the rapid
growth of the information technologies, has led tc two pro:eztionist ;
arguments, each in fact diametrically opposed to ti?e otkr in its ,
intellectual foundations.
On the one hand, we have the demand, especially: from Nicholas
Kaldor and his associates in Cambridge, for Lcreirtdu:striali;::~tion’9,
a
sentiment supported in title United States by the sol5ologi:st Amitai
Etzioni. The main contention of ISalda)r seems to bq that there are
externalities associated WII h industrializationthat woutd be l(,st otherwise. In particular, Kaldo;*‘s(1966, 197”;)views seem t,~ rest on the EOcalled Verdoorn (1949) firlding that grotih of produc$iv&yis ?i,ghe*-in t
the manufacturing sector, a finding that also led him tG recomt;vend the .
Selective Employment Ta> to Chancellor of the Excheq Aer Mr. Callahar~!
to shift employment into manufactures. I am afraid, b?Dwever.,
that this ’
,’
argument erroneously identifies low productivity with s::rvices as iigainst
manufactuics, reflecting the idcntification by Briti& ~:csnomists 0.’
services witn inefllcient retailing and other traditiotpalll413~y-pr
sectors in theis economy. The argument is totally n%,lea~ii
-i
comes to modtrn, highly xogrcssive ser kice sectors. $6
i

f
m_l_--

,A

;
I

have discussed this issm, ant the possible reaiscms underling $meprevalence of the. 3:
views in Britain, in an artrcle in I’be Workd Ecormr~y (Bhagwati ir 484). I might warn tl I;:
j
reader theit there is also a macro thetjretic r~ti~~~~l~
~~va~~e~ in ~i.,.~~br~~~~e,
England.
4
protecticm; but i&at has Fbeeila:0 t ke ed ;2b lttnStii :iScwherc in t1J! Symp:EGium.
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On the sthtir hz,nd, r~ny intellectuals and policymakers in the
count ties have begun identifying high-tech and information
in&~&es-cum-services as the cutting edge of the modem age, and this
has l&Ylto the demand that, 110 rn#t@~ @%it HIMEWket- ii&a%,
governments &3uId assure that their ,IM&ns get Ehes;e &2tMiw
established dsmestMly throu& implicit or explicit prtie&iw. This is
r&scent
of the demand for protection of manufactures in the
developing caurWi~:sin the postwar years: few d~v&~ping countries
would have bezn w&g to let the mark&, i.e. cw~parative ndvantag
assign them to a pu~ly primary-product speoializatiw! FCWthis reason,
I find this to be a potentially difficult area for SKIT to monitor
effectively. Politicians will simply be obdurate, I am afraid, in the face of
advice from ecwwmists on this question.
developed

B. Defense

Surprisin&y, the traditional argument for protection in order to
promote defense industnes has recently been revived by Paul Seabwy
(f983), a distinguished pulitical scientist, in the context of the basic or
smokestack industries and the&ore in favour of “reindustrialization”,
for the United States. It is best to let him talk:
Indeed, in light of the deteriorating state of its basic industries, the United
States has a clear need for a cohel*ent industrial policy, but for reasons wholly
unrelated to those usually offered. The necessity for a U.S. industrial policy
atises not from csmestic economic considerations-however
large these may
currently loom--- bL:t rather from strategic-military concerns. As the only
geGne guarantor af security for both itself and the Free World as a whole, the
Urlited Statcr, simply cannot afford to allow its industrial base to wither
atGay... The American industrial base constitutes the strategic core of Free
WxId defenses. Those who, whether in the interests of free trade or a “high tech”
ts :om, are corltent to remain untroubled by the demise of U.S. basic industry
would do well to remexnber Solon’s stern warning to Croesus: Sir, if any MQ~
!za& betterironthunyou, he will be musterufall thisgo ‘d.(1983,pp. S-6)

This argument sounds wholly implausible to me, e7 2 though Scabury

examines in detail the ways in which lack of domestic capacities in the
basic industries might impact on conflagrations between the superpowers. He rea:ly would have to discount the possibility of drawing on
supplies from the U.S. allies during such episodes. He would also havt1:to
ignore the p gssible pclicy optisn of storing supplies that may not IX.:so
accessible: nuts and. bolts, not just tanks and oil, are capable of bt:ing
stored. Ant. if the shift to high-teen”a9Id ~~~od~r~servicd=sis in&b:
advantageous, I doubt immensely that the storage costs of “‘sensitive”

basic-industry items would outweigh the costs of foregoing such ~?tshift
of specialization in response t0 shifting comparative advantage. Besides,
there is also the ‘%ysfemic”point that the United States cannot invoke
this argurnat for protcting its basic industries without having serious
impa& on the ?ufe of law: as embodied in GATT. Can anyone
SrsriousXybelieve that the other GATT’ members would accept S&I an
argumentation by the United States without cynicism? GATT’ is under
enough pressure as it is without the United States, a principal actor on
the scekle,resorting to protection on such an implausible argument.’
C.

Threat

of Protection

to Itduce Fodgn Investtmeat

A rather remarkable develclp;laentin the developed countries in recent
years has been the use af tl,e that of protection to induce foreign
competitors in specific industries to invest in one’s own country. This is
reminiscent of the developing countries, especially those following the IS
strategy, using actual protection to induce such investment inflows into
specific sectors.
This type of direct foreign investment (DFI) is evident from tfi;eGMToyota deal in the United States, apparently prompted by the threat of
domestic-content protetiion-- which wz?sveryreal pIrior to the imposition of VERs (voluntary export restrictions) on exports of autos by
Japan to the United States. ‘fhe quid pro quo for Toyota in this deal,
which benefits General Motors and creates Jobs for the United Auto
Workers (UAW) union, is evidently the conversion of General ‘Motorsto
a free-trader stance in local ‘.J.S.politics: this is manifest from the facl:
that GM alone ama 2 the U. 3. auton-zkers has been arguing against the
extension of the auto VER.s.”
“Since Seabury does not really go into the question of alternative ways in +Gch such
protection may be provided, I should remind the reader that the theory of no~reconomic
objectives recummeslds that defense industries be protected not by tariffs hut by domestic
production subsidies.
91t may be of interest to the readers to note that this kind of muturcI-gain deai, which
promotes joint investments and hence is a specific DFI “type,” ma: be contrasted witit
another DPI Yype,” which I developecl in Bhagwati (1972) in c, review of Vernon’s work
and which I have later elaborated in Bh tgwati ( 1982). This type of DPI, which 1 christened
the MPI (Mutual I’enetration of investment), involves mutual investment by CM in
Toyota to produce the small cars t+e Japanese are better at, and by Toyota in GM to
ee r‘sthe ,~rneri~ai~s are betFef at, for reasons of ik!oricai specialization.
meby the Dunlop -Pirelii DFI deals where each bought into the
other’s specializatiox I was contrast;ng the MPI mcdel with Vernon’s cekhratrc! “prtaduce
,-ycle” model and p&icting
that ths MPI mctdel t. I!u\? bc the save’ itt’ the future, just like
nroducc the lqc

This idea was suggejtcd to

trade ia

“‘similar prS>ducts.” For tke time being, t~~wever, it s6xxn4tv bc pafP_1~L1isp!;~~e&

This mu&d be; its attrachxks aid, I am afraid, it will draw in more
izGtat4xs, 2x3unions try tol rstect their specifk jobs by thr.:nltenhg
protectbn 8s an induceme -3ttc the foreign producers to manaf;iacture
hxe nthx axin &xe*
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